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Abstract 

 

We report on the requirements workshop for a new project, the International Shock-Wave 

database (ISWdb), which was held October 31 - November 2, 2011, at GSI, Darmstadt, 

Germany. Participants considered the idea of this database, its structure, technical requirements, 

content, and principles of operation. This report presents the consensus conclusions from the 

workshop, key discussion points, and the goals and plan for near-term and intermediate-term 

development of the ISWdb.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

We report on a new project, the International Shock-Wave database (ISWdb). This project was 

discussed during a requirements workshop, October 31 - November 2, 2011, at GSI, Darmstadt, 

Germany. Participants considered the idea of this database, its structure, technical requirements, 

content, and principles of operation. This report presents the consensus conclusions from the 

workshop, key discussion points, and the goals and plan for near-term and intermediate-term 

development of the ISWdb.  The ISWdb will be a successor to an existing shock-wave database, 

RusBank (http://www.ficp.ac.ru/rusbank), which was developed over many years by researchers 

at Russian Academy of Sciences Institutes and made available via the internet in 1997.  The 

ISWdb will build on the experience with RusBank to achieve our broader current goals.  In 

particular, ISWdb will allow and encourage researchers throughout the  technical community to 

contribute their data and analysis applications, as well as provide comments on data sets or, even, 

individual data points in the database.  Further, the ISWdb will have an on-line bulletin board to 

foster discussion within the research community.  

 

The main points of consensus from the workshop were: 

 

1. This international database is of interest and of practical use for the shock-wave and high 

pressure physics communities; 

2. Intermediate state information and off-Hugoniot information is important and should be 

included in ISWdb; 

3. Other relevant high pressure and auxiliary data should be included to the database, in the 

future; 

4. Information on the ISWdb needs to be communicated, broadly, to the research community; 

5. Operating structure will consist of an Advisory Board, subject-matter expert Moderators to 

vet submitted data, and the database Project Team. 

 

This brief report is intended to inform the shock-wave research community and interested 

funding agencies about the project, as its success, ultimately, depends on both of these groups 

finding sufficient value in the database to use it, contribute to it, and support it.  Community 

involvement will be promoted by presentations at appropriate technical conferences, beginning 

with the NMH Conference 2012 (http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/shockphysics/nmh), through future 

reports, and through the public bulletin board at the database web site, http://iswdb.info . 

 

 

  

http://www.ficp.ac.ru/rusbank
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/shockphysics/nmh
http://iswdb.info/
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INTRODUCTION 
Shock-wave and related dynamic material response data serve for calibrating, validating, and 

improving material models over very broad regions of the pressure–temperature–density phase 

space. Measurements of principal, reflected and porous Hugoniots and determination of release 

isentrope parameters cover a wide range of the phase diagram. The International Shock-Wave 

database (ISWdb) project aims to develop a database of experimental results for material 

response under conditions of shock-wave, other dynamic loadings, and, possibly, static high 

pressure loading.  These data will be supported with selected, related quantities of interest and 

the meta-data that describes the provenance of the experimental measurements and material 

models.  This database will be made available internationally on the internet, in an interactive 

form.  Our goal is to create a valuable utility for the research community that becomes integral to 

research projects, both as an archival information resource and as a common, standard repository 

for experimental results. 

The project is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Advanced Simulation and 

Computing (ASC) program’s Russia Science and Technology Program (RS&TP), and is jointly 

funded by the three DOE National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) laboratories: 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL); Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL); 

Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) – jointly referred to as the Tri-labs.  The project receives 

additional funding, both direct and in-kind, from the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS). It is 

being performed by researchers at the Joint Institute for High Temperatures (JIHT) of RAS and 

the Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics (IPCP) of RAS. 

A workshop was recently held for the purpose of identifying requirements, desired features and 

capabilities of the unclassified ISWdb.  The workshop goals included: defining the scope of 

desired information and functionality of the database; evaluating procedures for reviewing and 

vetting additions to the database; brainstorming approaches for data collection and engaging the 

international research community to use and contribute to the database; and identifying candidate 

members of an advisory board that will help guide the development and operation of the 

database. The workshop took place in GSI, Darmstadt, Germany, October 31 through November 

2, 2011 under patronage of FAIR (http://www.fair-center.eu/). The workshop web page is 

available http://www.ihed.ras.ru/iswdb2011/. IPCP RAS has a long-time collaboration with GSI, 

Darmstadt. Heavy ion interaction with matter overlaps with conditions studied by shock-waves, 

so many experimental methods and modeling codes of the latter are useful in heavy-ion research. 

This makes meeting at GSI appropriate.  

The workshop united participants from a range of organizations, such as from RAS: Igor V. 

Lomonosov (IPCP, Chernogolovka), Pavel Levashov (JIHT, Moscow), Dimitry Minakov (JIHT, 

Moscow); from U.S.A. Department of Energy (DOE) National Laboratories: John Aidun (SNL), 

Seth Root (SNL), Mukul Kumar (LLNL), Frank Cherne (LANL), Scott Crockett (LANL), Ralph 

Menikoff (LANL); U.S.A. Universities: Prof. Thomas Sewell, U. Missouri, Columbia; 

Commissariat à l'énergie atomique et aux énergies alternatives (CEA), France: Olivier Heuze; 

Germany scientific centers: Boris Sharkov (FAIR), and Rudolf Bock (GSI). They presented oral 

talks and/or discussed the idea of the database, its structure, content, technical requirements, 

principles of operation, and subject-matter expertise.  

The idea for the ISWdb arises naturally with the progress of Internet and development of 

corresponding system tools. “A detailed comparison of new experimental data or new material 

models with previous work requires that the older data and model parameters be readily 

http://www.fair-center.eu/
http://www.ihed.ras.ru/iswdb2011/
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available. In the past, the research community relied on articles published in conference 

proceedings and applied journals. Today, almost every researcher has a powerful PC on his 

desk connected to the internet. Progress in high pressure research would be greatly enhanced if 

data and model parameters were readily available in electronic form. To meet this need we 

propose that the APS topical group on Shock Compression in Condensed Matter organize and 

maintain an electronic database for high pressure research that is accessible, via the internet, to 

the scientific community.” (R. Menikoff, Y. Horie, Minutes of 2002 Business Meeting of the 

APS GSCCM. http://www.shockphysics.org/business.html). In Russia, we started our project 

under support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research in 1997. Now we have an Internet 

version of database available http://www.ficp.ac.ru/rusbank/ and http://www.ihed.ras.ru/rusbank/   

(see Appendix 1).  The ISWdb will build on the experience with RusBank to achieve our broader 

current goals.  In particular, ISWdb will allow and encourage researchers throughout the  

technical community to contribute their data and analysis applications, as well as provide 

comments on data sets or, even, individual data points in the database. 

This report presents the consensus conclusions from the workshop, key discussion points, and 

the goals and plan for near-term and intermediate-term development of the ISWdb. 

 

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE WORKSHOP 
In the talks and related discussions, participants formulated the scope and goals of the new 

international project as follows: ISWdb is (i) a scientific database for free, non-commercial use 

by the shock-wave community; (ii) free internet access to open published data is granted; (iii) the 

content includes original shock points and profiles in numerical format with corresponding 

references.  The main points of consensus were the following: 

 

1. This international database is of interest and of practical use for the shock-wave and high 

pressure physics communities; 

2. Intermediate state information and off-Hugoniot information is important and should be 

included in ISWdb; 

3. Other relevant high pressure and auxiliary data should be included to the database, in the 

future; 

4. Information on the ISWdb needs to be communicated, broadly, to the research community; 

5. Operating structure will consist of an Advisory Board, subject-matter expert Moderators to 

vet submitted data, and the database Project Team. 

Discussion: 

1. The motivation for developing an on-line, interactive database is described above in the 

Introduction. 

i) Data should be vetted by a subject matter expert. 

We have a great collection of shock points that have been revised several times, from first 

original papers to their revisions in compendia like “LASL Shock Hugoniot Data”, ed. by S.P. 

Marsh. In addition, Igor Lomonosov presented several examples: in early paper by Al’tshuler et 

al. one can find 7 points in a table and 8 points in a graph and some other tricks. 

ii) Data should be presented in a standard format. 

We propose to use international system of units to avoid mistakes and confusion in presenting 

numerical data. 

iii) XML format will be used for input. 

http://www.shockphysics.org/business.html
http://www.ficp.ac.ru/rusbank/
http://www.ihed.ras.ru/rusbank/
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It is the most suitable format for implementing in the database numerical points, literature 

references, and text information, describing, for example, the experimental setup.  This point is 

discussed further in the next section. 

iv) Populating the database will start with Us-up data and associated information on the 

experimental setup. 

2. In addition to principle Hugoniots of materials, data on shock compression of porous samples 

and adiabatic expansion of shocked samples are also of importance for fundamental science 

and practical interest for developing wide-range EOS. The same motivation remains valid for 

novel ramp compression data and other experimental information used for developing 

elastic-plastic and fracture models. 

3. In addition to shock-wave data, other useful information would be placed into the database, 

including normal density, melt and boiling points, melting curves, thermal expansion, 

acoustic data, specific heat, phonon/elastic moduli, isobaric expansion data and first-principle 

calculations. These data may also be present as references to other resources.  

4. The first release of ISWdb is planned in mid-2012. The response of the technical community 

is solicited. To advertise ISWdb, this project will be presented in talks at scientific 

conferences and workshops and on new web site, http://iswdb.info. The ISWdb web site will 

soon have a bulletin board to provide information on ISWdb (project description, vision 

statement, FAQ, project status) to the technical community and a forum for community input 

and discussion; also it will have a restricted area for project team and advisory board to 

communicate. 

5. ISWdb management includes an International Advisory Board and Moderators.  The 

advisory board will provide advice, assist with decision making, and represent the interests of 

the technical community. Its duties, tentatively, are to: monitor the bulletin board as a 

conduit for communication; provide guidance/advice on scope and direction of ISWdb, 

including helping with design and implementation decisions; contribute to making other 

choices of details, e.g., what format for data exchange. 

Proposed members of Advisory Board are: one person from each three DOE national 

laboratories; Prof. Victor Mintsev (IPCP RAS); representatives from Russia Federal Nuclear 

Centers (RFNC), the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), the 

geophysics community; the U.S.A. Department of Defense community, and GSI.  The 

participants in the requirements workshop have agreed to serve as an interim advisory board until 

permanent members are confirmed. 

Moderators’ duties, tentatively, are: to review submitted data for completeness and consistency 

for acceptance into ISWdb; to review papers to accept or reject data for ISWdb; to provide 

copies of rare papers that a moderator may have. Candidate members are prominent shock-wave 

physics researchers from government laboratories, universities, and commercial firms.    

Project Team members are: principal investigator - I. V. Lomonosov (IPCP&JIHT RAS), 

principal programmer - P. R. Levashov (JIHT RAS), scientific consultant - V. E. Fortov (JIHT 

RAS), K. V. Khishchenko (JIHT RAS), D.V.Minakov (JIHT RAS), A. S. Zakharenkov (JIHT 

RAS), U.S.A. coordinator – J. B. Aidun (SNL).  Additionally, one person at each of the three 

NNSA laboratories acts as “lab champion” for the ISWdb to represent their respective laboratory 

http://iswdb.info/
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in project planning discussions and to communicate information about the ISWdb back to their 

home institution. 

Early in 2012 the project team will be contacting individuals from the research community to 

invite them to serve as advisory board members or moderators. 

 

PLANNED DATABASE STRUCTURE 
 

The ISWdb is a complex system that is intended to be a practical tool for a wide community of 

scientists. Therefore the structure of the ISWdb includes both technical and organizational 

requirements. 

The hardware requirements for the ISWdb operation are moderate. We plan to mirror the site on 

two standard Linux servers (one in Russia and one in the United States). Well-tested, robust, 

open-source software will be installed on each server, including Apache Web server as an 

internet server and PostgreSQL as a database server.  

All the data will be stored into the SQL-database. All experimental points will have error bars or 

error estimates, as far as possible. The intermediate format for data editing and exchange will be 

XML. This allows one to keep any type of information, including shock-wave profiles, meta-

data, comments, and references.  Both users and Moderators will be able to tag data points to add 

comments to them. 

All the data in the database will be taken from published or otherwise referenceable, open 

sources so that any experimental point in the database will have a bibliographic reference. All 

these references will be organized into a bibliographic database with the possibility to represent 

references in different formats, including BibTeX.  Also there will be a hyperlink to the original 

publication on the Internet, if possible.  

A very important feature of the database is the ability to search necessary data by different 

criteria.  A search function will be worked out and implemented in the ISWdb to allow one to 

look for experimental points by type, year, reference, substance, chemical formula, comment, 

and, probably, other criteria.  

The ISWdb will have rich capabilities to represent experimental data, in particular, in tabular and 

textual forms. The tabular representation will allow sorting data by columns. Different units can 

be used in data output; a user will be able to download several datasets at once.  

Also, a capability will be provided to output/download data as graphs with rich formatting 

capabilities. In particular, a user will be able to change axes limits, values, scales; enable/disable 

curves or data points; compare experimental data with available models and approximations. 

Several graphical formats will be provided for download, both raster and vector, including SVG 

and EPS. Additionally, we will post a guide for users who may want to supply plug-in analyses, 

models, or other applications to extend the functionality of the ISWdb. 

The registration to access the ISWdb will be free. All members of Advisory Board and 

Moderators will have special accounts with capabilities to edit experimental and other 

information in the ISWdb. Administrators on the project team will be responsible for the overall 

operation of the ISWdb, including software updates, backups, registration of users with special 

rights and other administrative obligations. 
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We plan to add links to existing internet-based projects in shock wave physics, in particular, to 

HED (High Explosives database) at LANL, to MIDAS (Material Implementation, Database, and 

Analysis Source) at LLNL.  

CONCLUSIONS 
 

A workshop to develop requirements for the International Shock Wave database took place at 

GSI, Darmstadt, Germany from October 31 to November 2, 2011. Participants from USA, 

Russia, France and Germany discussed the idea of the new project - an open, unclassified, 

searchable repository of shock-wave physics data for free, non-commercial use. The discussions 

included technical details of the database structure, format of input data, requirements for data 

quality, demands on internet and database servers, and other related challenges. Subsequent 

discussion defined types of shock data to be implemented in the database, demands to the 

database interface and service functions, possible candidates for the Advisory board and 

Moderators of experimental data entry. Consensus conclusions are that this international 

database is of interest and of practical importance for the shock-wave and high-pressure physics 

communities. An overview of the database, its structure, technical requirements, content, 

principles of operation and expertise of information are presented in this report.   The first 

release of ISWdb is planned in mid-2012.  

The response of community is solicited, both in response to presentations that will be made at 

upcoming technical conferences and through the bulletin board that will soon be added to the 

ISWdb site (http://iswdb.info).  This bulletin board will be used to provide the technical 

community information on ISWdb and provide a forum for community input and discussion.  In 

upcoming conference talks and future reports we will aim to provide illustrative examples of the 

variety of data that can be included, formats for the data, and the data submission process.  

Additionally, the developing membership, duties, and actions of the Advisory Board and 

Moderators will be reported on in the bulletin board. 

 

http://iswdb.info/
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1 – Background and Perspective 
 

IPCP and JIHT currently maintain an online shock-wave database 

(http://www.ficp.ac.ru/rusbank).  Data collection and selection was begun by L. Al’tshuler and 

A. Bushman from 1975 to 1981.  A. Bushman continued this work until 1993, being joined by I. 

Lomonosov in 1984.  I. Lomonosov and K. Khishchenko continued data selection from 1993 to 

1997.  In 1997 I. Lomonosov, K. Khishchenko, P. Levashov, and I. Lomov produced the first 

version of the database as an internet-enabled utility.  It contains data from available Russian 

experiments, the LLNL and LANL compendia, and journals, proceedings and reprints, as well.  

Further work on the database was funded by three Russian Foundation for Basic Research 

(RFBR) grants between 1997 and 2007.  In this period new types of data and new functionalities 

were added.  Direct investments from Russia Federation grants and others funds in the shock-

wave database from 1997 to 2007 total $200,000.  The data collection and selection effort from 

1975 to 1997 comprised about 30 man-years of work; a figure that much more accurately reflects 

the real value and investment than does the dollar amount of historic funding.  

Independently, in 2002 Ralph Menikoff (LANL) and Yasuyuki Horie (then at LANL) proposed 

creation of an EOS database to the Shock Compression of Condensed Matter (SCCM) topical 

group of the American Physical Society (APS).  That proposal is available on the SCCM web 

site under  2002 "Proposal for a Shock Physics Database"  

(http://www.shockphysics.org/EOSproposal.pdf )  Also see the end of the minutes of the 2002 

business meeting (http://www.shockphysics.org/business.html) for a note about Horie’s 

comments on a database.   

A few years later, I. Lomonosov initiated discussions with J. Aidun on his idea to update and 

expand the RusBank shockwave database.  At the 2007 SCCM technical meeting, the idea was 

presented to prominent researchers from the shock-wave physics communities at each of the 

three NNSA labs, and discussed at the business meeting.  Attendees included R. Menikoff and Y. 

Horie. I. Lomonosov and P. Levashov briefed the ISWdb idea to Dimitri Kusnesov (NNSA) and 

members of the Russia S&T programs at SNL and LANL at the May 2008 meeting on New 

Models and Hydrocodes for Shock Wave Processes.  In July 2011, J. Aidun and J. Kamm, who 

had become manager of the RS&TP at SNL, provided initial NNSA funding for the ISWdb 

project. More recently, R. Menikoff and C. Scovel developed the unclassified High Explosives 

Database (HED) at LANL (https://hed.lanl.gov/).  That database is focused on experimental, 

rate-dependent data on the response of reactive materials to shock-wave loading.  At the 

requirements workshop Menikoff provided the benefit of several of the considerations that went 

into developing the HED and some lessons gained from the experience of constructing it. 

http://www.ficp.ac.ru/rusbank
http://www.shockphysics.org/EOSproposal.pdf
http://www.shockphysics.org/business.html
https://hed.lanl.gov/
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Appendix 3 – Workshop Presentations 
 

Participants presented following talks at ISWdb workshop:  

 

 ISWdb Requirements Workshop Background & Goals (J. B. Aidun) 

 International Shock-Wave Database: Preserving and Sharing of Forgotten Shock-

Wave Data (I. Lomonosov) 

 Principles and Technical Aspects of the ISWdb (P. Levashov) 

 International Shock-Wave Database: Sandia Perspective (S. Root) 

 Summary of Current Shock and Detonation Physics Research at Los Alamos National 

Laboratory (F. Cherne) 

 The Perspective from LLNL (M. Kumar) 

 Database Design Issues (R. Menikoff) 

 Constraining EOS to experimental and theoretical data (S. Crockett) 

 

These reports covered all aspects of ISWdb: details of content; format of data; technical aspects; 

messages from EOS developers and from experimentalists dealing with extreme pressures, 

detonation and inelastic deformation, fracture and spall. Positive and stimulating, wide ranging 

“round table” discussions accompanied and followed the presentations.  The presentation slides 

are included below. 
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